LUCIFERIAN AGENDAS FOR A RITUALISTICALLY ABUSED HUMANITY

PSALM 147:3
HE HEALS THE BROKENHEARTED,
AND BINDS UP THEIR WOUNDS.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1993, 1:30PM-5:30PM
WICHITA, KANSAS
"KNOWING THE WILES OF THE DEVIL"

"...IN ORDER THAT NO ADVANTAGE BE TAKEN OF US BY SATAN;
FOR WE ARE NOT IGNORANT OF HIS SCHEMES..."
II CORINTHIANS 2:11

EVERYTHING I AM GOING TO SAY IN THIS CONFERENCE IS IN THE CONTEXT
OF MULTIPLE PERSONALITY DISORDER AND RITUAL ABUSE, WHETHER IT IS
SADISTIC, SATANIC, OR OTHERWISE...
GENERAL ARENAS OF LUCIFER’S AGENDA

A. LUCIFER’S ULTIMATE AGENDA AS DISCLOSED IN THE SCRIPTURES

BUT YOU SAID IN YOUR HEART,
I WILL ASCEND TO HEAVEN.
I WILL RAISE MY THRONE ABOVE THE STARS OF GOD.
I WILL Sit ON THE MOUNT OF ASSEMBLY IN THE
RECESS ES OF THE NORTH.
I WILL ASCEND ABOVE THE HEIGHTS OF THE CLOUDS.
I WILL MAKE MYSELF LIKE THE MOST HIGH.

ISAIAH 14:13-14 NASB

BECAUSE YOUR HEART IS LIFTED UP
AND YOU HAVE SAID, ‘I AM A GOD,
I SIT IN THE SEAT OF GODS, IN THE
HEART OF THE SEAS’; YET YOU ARE...
NOT GOD, ALTHOUGH YOU MAKE YOUR HEART
LIKE THE HEART OF GOD...

...AND YOUR HEART IS LIFTED UP BECAUSE
OF YOUR RICHES...BECAUSE YOU HAVE MADE
YOUR HEART LIKE THE HEART OF GOD...

...YOU HAD THE SEAL OF PERFECTION, FULL
OF WISDOM AND PERFECT IN BEAUTY. YOU
WERE IN EDEN, THE GARDEN OF GOD. EVERY
PRECIOUS STONE WAS YOUR COVERING...ON
THE DAY THAT YOU WERE CREATED THEY WERE
PREPARED...

...YOU WERE THE ANOINTED CHERUB WHO COVERS
AND I PLACED YOU THERE. YOU WERE ON THE
HOLY MOUNTAIN OF GOD; YOU WALKED IN THE MIDST
OF THE STONES OF FIRE. YOU WERE BLAMELESS IN
YOUR WAYS FROM THE DAY YOU WERE CREATED, UNTIL
UNRIGHTEOUSNESS WAS FOUND IN YOU...AND YOU
SINNED; THEREFORE I HAVE CAST YOU AS PROFANE
FROM THE MOUNTAIN OF GOD. AND I HAVE DESTROYED
YOU, O COVERING CHERUB, FROM THE MIDST OF THE
STONES OF FIRE.
YOUR HEART WAS LIFTED UP BECAUSE OF YOUR BEAUTY You CORRUPTED YOUR WISDOM BY REASON OF YOUR SPLENDOR. I CAST YOU TO THE GROUND...."

EZEBIEL 28:2, 5-6, 12-16

HOW YOU HAVE FALLEN FROM HEAVEN, O STAR OF THE MORNING, SON OF THE DAWN! YOU HAVE BEEN CUT DOWN TO THE EARTH...

ISAIAH 14:12

B. WHAT ARE THE PRIMARY AGENDAS OF LUCIFER?

1. TO ASSERT HIMSELF AS GOD, HIGHER THAN THE MOST HIGH GOD

2. TO RECEIVE WORSHIP UNTO HIMSELF AS ONE WHO SUPPLANTS/SUBVERTS GOD

3. TO DECEIVE HUMANITY AS AN ANGEL OF LIGHT, THE STAR OF THE MORNING (2 CORINTHIANS 11:14)

4. TO DEVOUR, OR LIONIZE, AS ONE WHO WOULD REMOVE THE IMAGE OF GOD WITHIN HUMANITY BY DEVOURING (1 PETER 5:8)

5. TO ACCUSE IN ALL ARENAS, PLANES, AND SPHERES THE REDEEMED
6. TO ENSLAVE FOREVER THOSE CREATED BY GOD IN ANY MANNER POSSIBLE, WHICH IS USUALLY UNPREDICTABLY TERRORIZE.

7. TO TERRIFY MANKIND, THE CREATION, AND THE CREATED, ESPECIALLY LITTLE CHILDREN—"I LIKE TO TERRORIZE THEIR VULNERABILITY, THEIR INNOCENCE, THEIR TRUST, THEIR INTIMACY, YET YOUR GOD CONTINUES TO HEDGE THEM AND I HAVE TO ACKNOWLEDGE IT TO HIM, MY CREATOR"

(NB: Sacrificing children to Molech: Lev. 18:21, 20:3 and Deut. 12:31)

8. TO STEAL AND TO ROB ALL HUMANITY OF ANYTHING PROVIDED BY GOD HIMSELF. SATAN, BECAUSE HE'S A CREATED BEING, IS A SLAVE. HE MUST STEAL WHAT HE BELIEVES GOD TOOK AWAY FOR HIM.

9. TO DESECRATE ANYTHING PERTAINING TO GOD EVEN TO THE MINUTEST DETAIL.

10. TO DIMINISH THE CAPACITY TO LOVE IN EACH AND EVERY WAY POSSIBLE. SATAN HATES INTIMACY. THAT'S WHY THERE'S SO MUCH DEBAUCHERY IN RITUAL.

11. TO BLIND ALWAYS THE MIND OF HUMANITY TOWARDS GOD AND HIS GOOD NEWS (2 CORINTHIANS 4:4)

12. TO HIDE HIMSELF BEHIND ANYTHING HE CAN FOR HIS SINISTER PURPOSES OF THwarting THE PURPOSES, PLANS, AND INTENTIONS OF HIS CREATOR.

13. TO PERVERT THE VERY WORDS OF THE SCRIPTURES INTO WHATEVER MEANS HE DEEMS NECESSARY TO CARRY OUT HIS PLANS.
C. LUCIFERIAN AGENDA REGARDING DEMONS, ANGELS CREATED BY GOD WHO, BY AN ACT OF THEIR WILL, CHOSE TO FOLLOW LUCIFER

1. DEMONS, THE ULTIMATE OF SLAVES, CARRY OUT THE MANDATES OF LUCIFER TO HIS GLORY, THE SEDUCTION OF HUMANITY, AND THE MOCKING OF THEIR CREATOR...ALWAYS ADVERSARIAL

2. DEMONS INTRUDE/TRESPASS AT EVERY OPPORTUNITY TO THwart THE PURPOSES, PLANS, AND INTENTIONS OF GOD IN ORDER TO MOCK HIS CREATION

3. DEMONS APPEAR TO CARRY OUT THE MANDATE OF LUCIFER WITH REGARDS TO CHILDREN IN ANY MANNER POSSIBLE TO CREATE DIVERSION FROM GOD EVEN TO THE POINT OF APPEARING LIKE HIM. DEMONS, ALWAYS SPIRIT BEINGS, NEVER CORPOREAL EVEN WHEN MANIFESTED, DELIGHT IN BEING DISCOUNTED AND CONSIDERED MYTHOLOGICAL

4. DEMONS, WHEN ATTACHED TO ALTARS WITHIN MULTIPLE PERSONALITY SURVIVORS, ALWAYS HAVE RIGHTS AND GROUND TO CARRY OUT THEIR SINISTER ASSIGNMENTS OF ADVERSITY

5. DEMONS, HOUSED BY VIRTUE OF SOMEONE'S INIQUITY IN THE MPD/SRA VICTIM, INFILTRATE EVERY ARENA OF THAT VICTIM...

6. DEMONS, UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF THE MOST HIGH GOD, MAY CO-EXIST WITH ALTER PERSONALITIES AND FUNCTION AS HUMAN FRAGMENTS TO THE GLORY OF THEIR CREATOR...YOU WILL NOT KNOW IT UNLESS GOD WANTS YOU TO KNOW IT...PERIOD
7. DEMONS, LIKE LUCIFER, ANSWER, NOT TO THE BELIEVER, BUT TO THE CREATOR ON A DAILY BASIS; THEY ALWAYS KNOW THEIR LIMITS OR BOUNDARIES WITH REGARDS TO THE HUMAN RACE, CREATION, AND THE CREATION-HUMANITY INTERFACE.

8. DEMONS, ON ASSIGNMENT FROM LUCIFER, AND, WITH HISTORICAL WISDOM, WILL CONTINUE TO INTIMIDATE AND TERRIFY ANY HUMAN BEING ANY TIME ANY PLACE IN ANY MANNER ALLOWED BY THE MOST HIGH GOD...WELL WITHIN HIS RIGHTS AND CHARACTER AS GOD...WELL WITHIN HIS ATTRIBUTES OF JUSTICE.

9. DEMONS CARRY FORWARD THE UNCONFESSION INIQUITIES OF THE FATHERS AND GRANDFATHERS FROM GENERATIONS PAST.

10. DEMONS INTRUDE MENTAL-LY-IN THE FIRST PERSON-TO SUPPLY THOUGHTS AND INTENTS WHICH WE USUALLY RECOGNIZE ONLY AS OUR OWN.

(I CHRONICLES 21:1F --"THEN SATAN STOOD UP AGAINST ISRAEL AND MOVED DAVID TO NUMBER ISRAEL..." NB: JOHN 13:2; ACTS 5:3)

D. CONTRARY TO HISTORIC, NORMATIVE PRINCIPLES OF HERMENEUTICS, LUCIFER'S HERMENEUTIC DEMONSTRATES HIS CHARACTER.

SATAN HAS NO HERMENEUTIC. DON'T PUT HIM IN A BOX!

1. WHATEVER HE DESIRES HIS HERMENEUTICAL APPROACH TO GOD, CREATION, AND HUMANITY IS WHATEVER HE DESIRES IT TO BE...LUCIFER IS NOT LIMITED IN THE SCOPE OF HIS PERVERSION OF ANYTHING OR ANYONE TO HIS OWN WORSHIP...

WE MAKE A MAJOR ERROR OF JUDGMENT AND WISDOM TO THINK OTHERWISE. ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL TO THE UNDERSTANDING OF MULTIPLICITY AND ITS EMERGENCE.

The primary Satanic agenda is substituted reign.
2. IN ORDER TO ACCOMPLISH WHATEVER LUCIFER WANTS TO ACHIEVE, HE USES WHATEVER MEANS AT HIS DISPOSAL IN WHATEVER MANNER HE Chooses TO ACCOMPLISH IT. TO THINK CONTRARY IS TO MAKE AN ERROR IN UNDERSTANDING HIS ESSENTIAL NATURE.

3. SATANIC/SADISTIC RITUAL ABUSE PROVIDES LUCIFER A MARVELOUS OPPORTUNITY TO SLAUGHTER GOD'S CREATION THROUGH REPEATED PERVERSION OF EVERYTHING MEANINGLEFUL TO GOD HIMSELF. RITUAL ABUSE IS NOT ABOUT PEOPLE; SATANISM IS NOT ABOUT CREATION; ITS ABOUT SUBSTITUTED REIGNING AND DENIGRATING THE MOST HIGH GOD TO HIS FACE WITHOUT END.

E. LUCIFER'S AGENDA REGARDING THE DIVINE IMAGE OF GOD

1. LUCIFER KNOWS THAT HIS DAYS ARE NUMBERED; HE DISCOVERED THAT WHEN HIS CREATOR AROSE FROM THE GRAVE. SINCE THE DAYS OF CREATION, FOLLOWING HIS HISTORIC FALL, LUCIFER HATES; AND HE HATES PERFECTLY: ALWAYS HAS; ALWAYS WILL. HE HATES GOD; HE HATES GOD'S CREATION OF HUMANITY... ESPECIALLY THE FACT THAT ALL HUMAN BEINGS ARE CREATED WITH THE IMAGE OF GOD STAMPED WITHIN THEM.

PLEASE UNDERSTAND THAT RITUAL ABUSE LIKELY IS LUCIFER'S LAST OPPORTUNITY IN COVERT SECRECY TO THWART THE PLAN AND PURPOSE OF GOD THROUGH THE TOTAL DESTRUCTION OF GOD'S CREATION OF HUMANKIND AND STAMPING IT WITH HIS IMAGE.
2. As the totalitarian he is, Lucifer must do what he can to remove the image of God from humanity. He knows nothing else and he allows nothing else from those who worship him completely. The ultimate legalist, the ultimate slave, the ultimate hater must force those who worship him to accomplish what he has never been able to do: desecrate humanity to such an extent that God himself will be repulsed by his own creation of it.

Today, we live in a culture of relative rationalism to empty existentialism and functional agnosticism. We have no place for such diabolical abuse of humanity and deeply entrenched secrecy as it pertains to sadistic/satanic ritual abuse. If it cannot be measured or observed directly, it does not exist.

I submit for your contemplation that God has said "enough" and is in the initial stages of exposing to the world that iniquity still exists...far beyond what anybody ever really wants to acknowledge...

Lucifer has been destroying human beings since the beginning of time; we are the ones who decided when he stopped killing babies, children, and youngsters...he never did stop...he just accommodated our needs for a sense of control over the display of justice.

God, in his rich mercy, goodness, justice, and grace allowed our need for such an accommodation in accordance to his plan, purpose, and intention with regards to humanity all along.

How Lucifer must enrage himself to know that another one of his diabolical schemes of removing the image of God from humanity is slowly being exposed.
F. LUCIFERIAN WORSHIP/PRACTICES HISTORICALLY NEVER REALLY ENDED; PERHAPS THEY JUST WENT UNDERGROUND; HIDDEN BY GOD HIMSELF AS A MEANS OF THWARTING LUCIFERIAN AGENDAS FOR A TIME

1. REMEMBER THESE?
   - BAAL WORSHIP
   - CANAAN WORSHIP
   - DRUID WORSHIP
   - AZTEC WORSHIP
   - INCAN WORSHIP
   - MAYAN WORSHIP
   - American Indian Worship

2. WOULD NOT MOST, IF NOT ALL OF US, BELIEVE THAT THE WANTON DEBAUCHERY AND UTTER DISREGARD OF HUMAN LIFE AS EXHIBITED HISTORICALLY BY THESE WORSHIP/PRACTICES CEASED TO EXIST?

DID NOT THE DRUIDIC PRIESTS THEMSELVES DIE IN A GREAT SLAUGHTER? WHAT HAPPENED TO THE RELIGIOUS CULTURAL PRACTICES THAT CORRESPONDED TO THESE BELIEFS? DID THEY JUST DIE OUT? THEY WENT UNDERGROUND...FORCED BY GOD HIMSELF UNTIL THE TIMING OF HIS UNVEILING...NOW...

GOD MAINTAINS ALL KINDS OF SECRETS; SECRETS BEYOND YOU AND ME; SECRETS ONLY KNOWN TO HIM. "MODERN DAY" RITUAL ABUSE AND THE HOWS AND WHEREFERS OF IT HAVE BEEN HIDDEN BY HIM TO HIS GLORY NO MATTER HOW DEEP THE INIQUITY SEEMS AND FEELS TO US.

CANNOT HE ALLOW—IN HIS SOVEREIGNTY, GRACE, AND MERCY—THE BIRTH AND SLAUGHTER OF YOUNGSTERS OF UNTOLD NUMBERS BY WHATEVER MEANS HE ALLOWS? ARE ANY OF US REALLY WILLING TO ACKNOWLEDGE THAT GOD MAY BE BEYOND OUR COMPREHENSION, YET KNOWABLE IN THE MANNER HE ALLOWS?

3. WHAT HAPPENED TO ALL THOSE AGRARIAN AND FERTILITY GODS WE VISIT IN MUSEUMS AND IN WHICH WE EXHIBIT INTEREST IN TRYING TO UNDERSTAND WHY PEOPLE ACTUALLY BELIEVED IN THOSE THINGS? THEY WENT UNDERGROUND. THE DEMONIC ASPECT NEVER STOPPED; THEY DO NOT HAVE TO STOP... YET.

4. ORAL TRADITIONS WITH SECRET PRACTICES HAVE BEEN PROPAGATED FOR CENTURIES. THE SECRET PRACTICES WERE DRIVEN UNDERGROUND. FORCED INTO SECRECY BY GOD TO HIS GLORY... UNTIL NOW.

5. I SUSPECT THAT MOST OF THE STORIES THAT WE ARE HEARING TODAY WERE HIDDEN IN DIAGNOSES OF SCHIZOPHRENIA AND PSYCHOTIC DECOMPENSATORY IDEATION AND BEHAVIOR; WHY? NOT GOD'S TIMING YET. WHY NOW? I DO NOT KNOW ANY MORE THAN ANY OTHER HUMAN BEING.

6. BUT, WE LIVE IN A WORLDWIDE CULTURE OF COLLECTIVE UNBELIEF, CERTAINLY DENIAL, THAT ASSERTS THAT ANYTHING AS DISTASTEFUL AND DISGUSTING AS SATANIC/SADISTIC RITUAL ABUSE COULD ACTUALLY EXIST.
7. DECEPTION, EVEN FOR THE COMMITTED CHRISTIAN, CONTINUES AS DIFFICULT TO ENCOUNTER MEANINGFULLY, LARGELY BECAUSE MOST OF US WILL NOT ALLOW GOD TO ACT IN ANY MANNER HE SO DESIRES; LUCIFER THRIVES ON IT.

LUCIFER IS ALLOWED DAILY TO DECEIVE US INTO BELIEVING THAT WHAT EXISTS CAN BE CONTROLLED BY MAN'S IDEATION AND HUMANITY, IN GENERAL, WE WILL NOT ACCEPT ANYTHING INTOLERABLE TO THAT PERSUASION.

WILL ANY OF YOU ALLOW GOD TO USE THE DEMONIC WORLD TO HIS OWN GLORY IN HIS OWN MANNER NO MATTER WHAT THAT MAY MEAN TO YOU AND YOUR CONCEPTUALIZATION OF GOD? WILL YOU ALLOW GOD TO BE BIGGER THAN ANYTHING YOU CAN IMAGINE AND HERETOFORE KNOWN?

8. WE, AS A HUMAN RACE, ARE IN FOR A MAJOR COGNITIVE SHIFT OF GIGANTIC PROPORTIONS WITH REGARDS TO RITUAL ABUSE. LUCIFER HAS BEEN ALLOWED TO PERPETUATE THE BELIEF THAT HE IS A MYTH... AND, TO HEIGHTEN MANKIND'S ARROGANCE IN BELIEVING THAT THE DIRECT WORSHIP OF LUCIFER BY HUMAN BEINGS HAS CEASED IN TERMS OF THE DEMANDS FOR THE LEGALISTIC ACTIVITY HE REQUIRES OF THOSE WHO WORSHIP HIM. THE SACRIFICE OF HUMANITY TO THE GODS OF FERTILITY, HAS IT EVER STOPPED? PROBABLY NOT; NOT UNTIL GOD HIMSELF SHOUTS "ENOUGH" FOREVER.

WILL THE GENERAL PUBLIC EVER BELIEVE THAT SATANIC/SADISTIC ABUSE REALLY EXISTS AND THAT THE PEOPLE BUTCHERED AT NIGHT CAN GO TO SCHOOL AND TO WORK THE NEXT DAY WITHOUT ANY KNOWLEDGE OF IT? PROBABLY NOT.
G. CREDIBILITY: LUCIFERIAN STYLE

1. LUCIFER KNOWS THAT A HUMAN BEING NEEDS CREDIBILITY MUCH BETTER THAN A HUMAN BEING DOES. HE WILLINGLY ACCOMMODATES THROUGH HIS OWN SYSTEM THE PERPETUATION OF A PRINCIPLE THAT A PERSON RISES AND FALLS BY WHAT HUMANKIND DECIDES IS CREDIBLE.

2. DESTROYING A PERSON'S CREDIBILITY MUST MAKE LUCIFER DANCE AND REJOICE (PERHAPS A HOPE OF BEING WORSHIPPED?), ESPECIALLY WHEN HE IS ABLE TO DISGUISE HIMSELF THROUGH THE WORK OF OTHER HUMAN BEINGS. SATANIC/SADISTIC RITUAL ABUSE STRETCHES THE IMAGINATION OF ALL OF US WITH REGARDS TO WHAT ALLEGED MEMORIES ARE SURFACING ALL OVER THE WORLD. REMEMBER, HOWEVER, ALL GOD REALLY WANTS FROM ANY OF US IS ACKNOWLEDGEMENT; HE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL THE REST--EVEN OUR INITIAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. HE CAN EVEN USE LUCIFER TO HIS GLORY.

3. I SUSPECT THAT SATANIC/SADISTIC RITUAL ABUSE VIOLATES ALL KNOWN SCIENTIFIC METHODS AND METHODOLOGY IN EVERY CONCEIVABLE MANNER. YET, WE LIKELY WILL FORCE IT INTO SOME KIND OF MEANINGFUL SCIENTIFIC ENDAVOR. WE NEED TO DO THIS TO INSURE OUR SAFETY AS A MEANINGFUL RACE.

4. SOMEHOW I DO NOT THINK THAT GOD IS LIMITED BY MY CHECKS AND BALANCES OF HIM; I THINK SADISTIC RITUAL ABUSE IS ANOTHER WAY OF GOD SAYING THAT SATAN IS STILL ALIVE, THIS IS STILL MY WORLD, I AM STILL ON THE THRONE, AND YOU WILL COME TO TERMS WITH ME EVENTUALLY.
H. A DEEPLY HELD BELIEF REGARDING "PERSONAL CONTROL"

1. LUCIFERIAN/SADISTIC RITUAL ABUSE IS NOTHING NEW; JUST NEW TO A WORLD WHO LIVE IN A TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY VIEW OF HUMANITY, JUSTICE, LAW AND ORDER, SAFETY AND PERSONAL CONTROL.

Most people live in a "vacuum of complete ignorance" of the kinds of practices Lucifer provides to those who ask; most Christians struggle with people asking Lucifer for anything; most Christians really do not believe that God would allow Lucifer to empower human beings to such a degree as satanic ritual abuse implies, let alone to the degree that he practices, and yet allow dissociation and repression to completely void one's memory of such heinous crimes.

2. WE ALL BELIEVE THAT WE ARE MUCH MORE IN CONTROL OVER THE HOWS AND WHATS OF WHAT WE THINK, WHAT WE OBSERVE, AND HOW WE LIVE. ANY DISRUPTION OF SUCH THINKING DESTROYS OUR WELL-MANICURED CONCEPTS OF GOOD AND EVIL, GOD AND LUCIFER, HOPE AND DESPAIR. GOD WOULD NOT REALLY ALLOW SADISTIC TORTURE TO CONTINUE FOR YEARS AGAINST A HELPLESS HUMAN BEING, WOULD HE? YES, HE WOULD; YES, HE DOES.

3. I AM OMNISCIENT, I KNOW EVERYTHING ABOUT MY LIFE; I AM OMNIPOTENT, I CAN CONTROL EVERYTHING IN MY LIFE; AND I AM OMNIPRESENT, I KNOW ALL THINGS ABOUT MY LIFE. MOST OF US LIVE OUR LIVES IN THIS MANNER WHETHER WE AGREE WITH WHAT I JUST SAID OR NOT. IF YOU WANT TO UNDERSTAND ANYTHING ABOUT THIS KIND OF ABUSE, EVERYTHING YOU EVER BELIEVED WILL BE CHALLENGED AND CHALLENGED COMPLETELY...COUNT ON IT. MEMBERS OF YOUR CONGREGATION NEED FOR YOU TO HELP THEM. SOME OF YOUR CHURCH MEMBERS LIVE COMPLETELY SHATTERED LIVES, COMPLETELY SHELTERED BY THE TERRORIZING PARALYSIS THAT MASKS THEM FROM YOU, YOUR CONGREGATIONS, AND ME.
4. REPRESSION, DENIAL, MINIMIZATION, DISSOCIATION, AVOIDANCE, AND SUPPRESSION ARE A FEW EXAMPLES OF HOW WE MANAGE OUR LIVES TODAY; IF YOU ARE AN AWAKENING VICTIM OF SADISTIC/SATANIC RITUAL ABUSE, EVERYTHING YOU HELD AS CHERISHED WILL BECOME SUSPECT...ESPECIALLY YOUR FUNDAMENTAL BELIEFS ABOUT YOURSELF, HUMANITY, GOD, LUCIFER, GOOD AND EVIL, TRUTH AND LIES, POWER AND BETRAYAL, AND JUSTICE AND HOPE.
LUCIFERIAN/SATANIC/SADISTIC RITUAL ABUSE

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1993, 1:30PM-5:30PM
MUNGADZE ASSOCIATION CONFERENCE

"AND WHOMEVER IN THE NAME OF A DISCIPLE GIVES
TO ONE OF THESE LITTLE ONES
EVEN A CUP OF COLD WATER TO DRINK,
TRULY I SAY TO YOU HE SHALL NOT LOSE HIS REWARD."

MATTHEW 10:42

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS:

I AM NOT TALKING ABOUT THOSE PERIPHERAL INDIVIDUALS WHO SEEK A
MOMENTARY THRILL AT THE EXPENSE OF ANOTHER HUMAN BEING. MY REMARKS
ABOUT THIS SUBJECT CENTER ON THOSE WHO PRACTICE AND THOSE WHO
SURVIVE TOTALLY HIDDEN AND HUMANLY UNIMAGINABLE ACTIVITY. I AM
TALKING ABOUT THE FORM OF SATANISM THAT BEGS THE CONSCIOUS MIND TO
FIND UNDERSTANDING, AND THE INTERNAL PROCESSES TO ACCEPT AS
POSSIBLE THE STORIES OF COUNTLESS PEOPLE AROUND THE WORLD WHOSE
LIVES ARE BEING SHATTERED BY THE HIDDEN, YET EMERGING, ALLEGED
ACTIVITY.

WHAT HAS BEEN STATED EARLIER CASTS LIGHT ON DARKNESS: WHAT I INTEND
TO SAY THIS HOUR BEGS REALITY AT ITS MOST BASIC INGREDIENT:

ACCEPTANCE OF SOMETHING TOTALLY FOREIGN TO MODERN THINKING, MODERN
MAN, AND AN ERA OF ALLEGED HUMAN PROGRESS.
A. Working Definition of Sadistic/Satanic Ritual Practices According to My Own Continuing Education and Experience

The total destruction of life and living through boundariless activities for the purpose of propagating Luciferian beliefs and practices which result from and in the known and unknown worship of Lucifer by individuals and groups in order to gain power and control over humanity, animals, and creation in general.

B. Is Worship Foundational and Fundamental to Luciferian/Sadistic Ritual Abuse?

1. Even in its worst form, Luciferian ritualism remains worship. Recall the agendas of Lucifer....directed worship and the removal of the divine image from humanity are a couple of examples.
2. TO SERVE LUCIFER, THE ULTIMATE DECEIVER, DESTROYER, AND DEVOURER, REDUCES RITUALISTIC ABUSE OF ANY KIND TO "A SERVING UP OF THOSE DECLARED WEAK BY THOSE DETERMINED AS STRONG", THE EXACTING OF A PRICE FOR SERVICES RENDERED...

C. REMEMBER LUCIFER HAS NO HERMENEUTIC

1. HE PERVERTS TRUTH IN ANY MANNER HE DESIRES THROUGH INTERPRETING AND PRACTICING ITS SIMILARITIES, DIFFERENCES, AND OPPOSITES.

2. THEREFORE, AND WITH REGARDS TO HUMANKIND, NO BOUNDARIES EXIST ON WHAT CAN--AND WILL--BE DONE. NO BOUNDARIES UNLESS GOD DIRECTLY INTERVENES AND SAYS "ENOUGH".

D. WHEN ONE UNDERSTANDS [ACCEPTS??] THE PRIMARY THEME OF LUCIFERIAN WORSHIP...

1. POWER, IMMEDIATE GRATIFICATION, RELIGIOUS SYMBOLS, CONTROL, TORTURE, SECRECY AND HIDDENNESS, HUMAN WANTON INIQUITY, LUCIFERIAN INTRUSION AND HEALING, MIND AND MEMORY CONTROL, MONEY, PRESTIGE AND STATUS, CHILD AND PORNOGRAPHIC ABUSE, PSYCHOPATHY, CRIMINAL ACTIVITY AND, INFLUENCE, GREED AND AVARICE ALL BECOME REASONABLY EXPECTED OUTGROWTHS.
2. FROM A LUCIFERIAN POINT OF VIEW, RITUAL ABUSE MAKES SENSE; FROM A HUMAN POINT OF VIEW, RITUALISM MUST BE DENIED (OR RATIONALIZED AWAY) AS EXPRESSING WORSHIP DUE TO ITS INTOLERABLE DISCLOSURES; FROM A HISTORICAL THEOLOGICAL POINT OF VIEW, RITUALISM PERPETUATES THE VERY ACTIVITY OF A TRANSCENDENT GOD...

Ex: Client of Terry’s: as a child (in 7th Day Adventist church) she drank holy; next thing she knew she was laid on altar, etc. Put in a guide. Blasted out by angels of God. I began witnessing to perpetrators.

E. THESE PEOPLE ARE SLAVES.... WHETHER VICTIMS OR PERPETRATORS

They are slaves of the evil one; and, whether directly or indirectly motivated, they worship and function as slaves.

1. VICTIMS ALWAYS FUNCTION AS SLAVES, WEAK, POWERLESS, BETRAYED AND DECEIVED, HELPLESS, HORRENDOUSLY TERRIFIED, AND EXTERNALLY SURRENDERED TO THEIR PARTICULAR TASKMASTER--ONLY TO CONTINUE LIFE THE NEXT DAY OR WEEK IN TOTAL BLINNESS AND UNAWARENESS.
PERPETRATORS FUNCTION AS SLAVES AS WELL; EVEN KNOWINGLY. IN THE QUEST FOR POWER...THEY DO WHAT SLAVES DO. EVEN IF THE LUCIFERIAN LEADERS ARE AWARE OF WHAT THEY ARE DOING, THEY, TOO, ARE SLAVES AND DECEIVED. MAKE NO MISTAKE ABOUT THIS POINT!

SATANIC/SADISTIC RITUAL ABUSE INVOLVES THE TOTAL PERSON, BROKEN INTO PARTS: MIND, BODY, SOUL, HEART, VERY PERSON, EMOTIONS, AND WILL. RITUALISM LEAVES NOTHING TO THE IMAGINATION OF AN ENSLAVED HUMAN; NOTHING REMAINS DISCARDED.

SATANIC/SADISTIC RITUAL ABUSE, IN ITS INCIPIENT FORM, INVOLVES CHILDREN MOVING UP THE RANKS.

THOSE FORCED AND/OR WILLING TO GO FOR BROKE EVEN THOUGH IN A DRUGGED STUPOR, COERCED, DISSOCIATED AND/OR SPLIT WILL MOVE UP THE LADDER OF SLAVERY; USUALLY COMPLETELY UNKNOWN EVEN TO THOSE WHO ARE THE PARTICIPANTS ONCE THE ACTIVITY IS OVER.

MAYBE THE PERPETRATORS KNOW WHAT THEY ARE DOING AND MAYBE THEY DO NOT; PERHAPS AS THEY CLIMB THE "AWARENESS LADDER OF DEBAUCHERY" THEY KNOW VERY LITTLE OF THE INNER WORKINGS OF THE GROUP AT THE BEGINNING. HOWEVER, ONCE THEY "EARN" AN INVITATION INTO THE ELITE CIRCLE OF THOSE WHO HAVE DIRECT ACCESS TO LUCIFER, TOTAL ENSLAVEMENT INSURES THE CONTINUATION OF THEIR LIVES...OR SO THEY BELIEVE.
F. WHERE DOES RITUAL ABUSE TAKE PLACE? Anywhere Satan wants it to in the permission of God.

1. IF YOU UNDERSTAND THE NATURE OF LUCIFERIAN ACTIVITY IN THIS UNIVERSE, THEN YOU CAN ACCEPT THAT RITUAL ABUSE CAN TAKE PLACE ANYWHERE, ANYTIME, AND IN COMPLETE AND TOTAL SECRECY...

...OVERT OR COVERT, UNDERGROUND OR ABOVE GROUND, NEXT DOOR, NEXT ROOM, OR ACROSS THE CONTINENT AND OCEANS, WHETHER IN HOUSES, HOLES, CAVERNS, SHIPS, PLANES, PASTORAL, PSYCHIATRIC, PSYCHOLOGICAL, LEGAL, PHYSICIAN, DENTAL, AND/OR POLITICAL OFFICES, CASTLES, CHURCHES, SYNAGOGUES, MOSQUES, CLOSETS, DAYCARE CENTERS, BACK YARDS, MOUNTAINS AND HILLS, PRISONS, PSYCHIATRIC CENTERS AND SO ON...

WE MUST UNDERSTAND:

2. FORCED UNDERGROUND BY GOD HIMSELF, RITUAL ABUSE HAS BEEN HIDDEN BY THE GREATER DEITY TO HIS OWN GLORY REVEALED IN HIS OWN TIME AGAINST THE DIRECT DESIRES OF LUCIFER HIMSELF.
WE MAY MORE WILLINGLY ACCEPT THE WANTON WICKEDNESS OF THEIR ACTIVITY THROUGH DIRECT ABUSE OF SUCH PROPORTIONS, WHEN WE RECALL THAT LUCIFER HATES ANYTHING THAT IS OF THE LIGHT AND NOT IN DARKNESS. DARKNESS IMPLIES SECRETIVENESS AND HIDDENNESS.

WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO CONSIDER THAT REPRESSION AND DISSOCIATION MAY BE FORMS OF DARKNESS PERPETUATED BY LUCIFER HIMSELF AND PERMITTED BY THE CREATOR GOD TO HIS OWN GLORY, REVEALED IN HIS TIME, AND BROUGHT TO LIGHT AS A FURTHER MANIFESTATION OF THE DEFEAT OF HIS ENEMY?

G. RITUALISM IMPLIES THE REPETITION OF PRACTICED BEHAVIORS

1. IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE WHATEVER DIABOLICAL RESULTS ARE DESIRED, CERTAIN KINDS OF PRACTICES MUST BE PERPETUATED. ONE CAN EXPECT THAT ANYTHING THAT MOCKS GOD TO HIS FACE ABOUT HIS CREATION WILL BE DONE... ANYTHING...
2. IN VolVING ANY PRACTICE THAT WOULD DESECRATE GOD AND HIS CREATION, LUCIFERIAN RITUALISM MAKES ANIMALS HUMANS, HUMAN'S ANIMAL, DEATH LIFE, LIFE DEATH, GOOD EVIL, EVIL GOOD, PLEASURE PAIN, PAIN PLEASURE, BURIAL RESURRECTION, RESURRECTION BURIAL, HUMAN BIRTH ANIMALISTIC, ANIMALISTIC BIRTH HUMAN, HUMANS FODDER FOR ANIMALS, ANIMALS FODDER FOR HUMANS, CANNIBALISM NORMAL, HUMAN SEXUALITY COMPLETELY DEFILED, BESTIALITY USUAL AND CUSTOMARY, AND THE LIKE. LUCIFER REQUIRES HIS CONVERTS TO PRACTICE WHATEVER HE TELLS THEM TO PRACTICE; TO REFUSE OR TO MAKE MISTAKES MEANS DEATH FOR SOMEONE.

FREEDOM DOES NOT EXIST UNLESS GOD INTERVenes. EVEN TO DISCONTINUE THE MACABRE ACTIVITY IMPLIES GOD'S MERCY AND GRACE IN SOME MANNER DISPLAYED...

3. RITUALISM IS OUTSIDE THE REALM OF NATURALISTIC IDEATION TO EVEN BEGIN TO UNDERSTAND IT, WE MUST STEP INTO A WORLD BEYOND ANYTHING WE COULD HAVE IMAGINED EXISTED. SIT DOWN, CRY, AND WORSHIP GOD WITH HIS UTTER GREATNESS FOR HIS PRESERVATION OF THE HUMAN RACE IN SPITE OF HUMANKIND'S REJECTION OF HIM.

WILL I ALLOW MY HEART TO MANIFEST GOD'S PAIN, GRIEVING & SORROW & EVEN JOY? GOD IS BROKEN HEARTED. WILL I SHARE IN THIS HEART?
H. FOR YOUR DEEPEST CONTEMPLATION OF LUCIFERIAN RITUALISM, I PROPOSE IN THIS EMERGING FIELD THE FOLLOWING HYPOTHESIS

...SATANIC/SADISTIC RITUAL ABUSE IS, AND HAS BEEN, NOTHING MORE THAN THE CONTINUATION OF ANCESTRAL INIQUITY CARRIED OUT BY ENSLAVED PEOPLE...GENERATIONALLY ATTACHED BY A RITUALISTIC AND REPRESSED HISTORY FOR THEIR DESTRUCTION BY GOD...JUST LIKE HE SAID HE WOULD THROUGHOUT THE PAGES OF SCRIPTURE...TO HIS GLORY AND TO THE REDEMPTION OF HIS CREATION...

What were seeing today is nothing more than what has been going on forever.

LAMENTATIONS 5:7

OUR FATHERS SINNED, AND ARE NO MORE;
IT IS WE WHO HAVE BORNE THEIR INIQUITIES.

EXODUS 34:7

...YET HE WILL BY NO MEANS LEAVE THE GUILTY UNPUNISHED,
VISITING THE INIQUITY OF FATHERS ON THE CHILDREN
AND ON THE GRANDCHILDREN
TO THE THIRD AND FOURTH GENERATIONS...

1. A CAUTION: GOD'S GRACE AND MERCY IN REDEMPTION ALWAYS REIGNS SUPREME FOR ANYONE WHO RECEIVES HIM IN SALVATION. SALVATION DOES NOT ALWAYS BREAK THE LINEAGE OF INIQUITY PASSED TRANSGERATIONALLY BY THE REPETITION OF SIN.
2. A VERY, VERY SERIOUS WORD OR TWO ABOUT THIRD AND FOURTH GENERATIONS' INIQUITIES:


THREE AND FOUR GENERATIONS FROM THE YEAR 1782 ARE THE YEARS 1572 AND 1502, RESPECTIVELY. NOTE THE OVERLAPPING OF GENERATIONS.

A FATHER'S INIQUITY, ACCORDING TO THE SCRIPTURES, IS PASSED ON GENERATIONALLY THROUGH THE THIRD AND FOURTH GENERATION FOR SEVERAL CENTURIES.

CONCEIVABLY, THE SIN OF A MOTHER KILLING HER HUSBAND IN THE YEAR 1062 FOR HIS MOLESTATION OF THEIR CHILDREN COULD BE ATTACHED GENERATIONALLY TO A YOUNG GIRL IN GERMANY TODAY AND HER FATHER, ONE FOR MURDER, THE OTHER FOR MOLESTATION.

MORE IMPORTANTLY, BOTH COULD POSSIBLY KNOW CHANGE IN THEIR RESPECTIVE LIVES THROUGH SOMEONE'S WARFARE PRAYER ON THEIR BEHALF WITHOUT EVEN KNOWING IT; REMEMBER NEHEMIAH, JEREMIAH, AND DANIEL ALL PRAYED PRAYERS OF VICARIOUS CONFESSION FOR THE TRANSGRESSIONS OF OTHERS.
LET'S APPLY THIS SAME PRINCIPLE TO DRUIDISM IN THE YEAR 872. SEVENTEEN GENERATIONS AGO AND PERPETUATED TO THIS DATE, FEBRUARY 3, 1993...

WHAT OCCURRED DURING THAT YEAR WITH A MAN'S ACTIVITY AS A DRUIDIC PRIEST HAS VERY SPECIFIC IMPLICATIONS FOR SOMEONE IN THIS WORLD TODAY THROUGH GENERATIONAL INIQUITY. NOW WE HAVE TRANSGENERATIONAL INIQUITY PASSED THRU THE FATHER FOR NUMEROUS GENERATIONS AND POSSIBLY UNBROKEN BY REDEMPTION, OR GOD'S COVERING BLOOD.

EXAMPLE OF A RECENT CLIENT DISCLOSURE...

WHAT I AM NOT SAYING:

WHAT I AM SAYING: The legal area given to the evil one is perpetuated by this generational iniquity.

CAN YOU IMAGINE THE POTENTIAL FOR CHANGE AROUND THE WORLD HERE? JUST GIVE SOME THOUGHT TO THE ASTOUNDING IMPLICATIONS FOR THE THIRD WORLD, THE CONTINENT OF AFRICA, THOSE WITH NATIVE INDIAN BLOOD, AND SO ON.
I AM SUBMITTING TO YOUR THINKING AS WE SEEK KNOWLEDGE AND WISDOM IN THIS AREA OF SATANIC/SADISTIC RITUAL ABUSE, THAT PERHAPS ONLY THOSE HAVING GENERATIONAL TIES THROUGHOUT THE INIQUITIES OF THE CENTURIES MAY BE INVOLVED IN THIS KIND OF COVERT ACTIVITY...

AND, IF THIS IS SO...

I. EVIDENCE OF SADISTIC AND SATANIC RITUAL ABUSE

1. HEAR THE VOICE OF YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER:

"I DO NOT WANT YOU TO KNOW ABOUT THE EVIDENCE FOR RITUAL ABUSE EXCEPT ON MY TERMS; NOT YOURS; NOT YOUR RATIONALISM; BUT THROUGH ME, BY ME, IN ME AND FOR ME--NOT BECAUSE YOU FIND OR DO NOT FIND ANY EVIDENCE...

...WHEN I DO PROVIDE YOU WITH EVIDENCE, ONCE AGAIN YOU DISREGARD THE OBVIOUS FOR THE HIDDEN AND YOU REJECT MY PROVISION...

...FOR CENTURIES, I HAVE ACCOMMODATED YOUR REJECTION BECAUSE OF THE HARDNESS OF YOUR HEART. RITUAL ABUSE WENT UNDERGROUND, EVEN IN YOUR OFFSPRING, BECAUSE I FORCED IT UNDERGROUND IN ORDER TO LEAD YOU BACK TO ME. WHEN YOU DISCOVER THAT YOU WERE NEVER IN CONTROL IN THE FIRST PLACE, YOU WILL SEE MY GRACE AND MERCY FOR WHAT I AM:

...YOUR LOVING HEAVENLY FATHER WHO INTENSELY DESIRES YOUR WORSHIP, COMMUNION, AND FELLOWSHIP. YOU WANTED YOUR WAY NO MATTER WHAT; I ACCOMMODATED YOU..."
2. WHERE SIN ABOUNDED, GRACE AND MERCY MORE ABOUNDED

LOOK AT THE FACTS:

3. RITUAL ABUSE KNOWS NO BOUNDARIES UNLESS IMPOSED BY GOD HIMSELF...

GOD WILL ALLOW HUMANKIND TO DEFILE THEMSELVES TO THE FURTHEREST EXTENT POSSIBLE AND THEN ALLOW LUCIFER TO TEACH THEM HOW TO GO FURTHER...THE DARKER THE BETTER...THE MORE ENSLAVING THE ACT THE MORE SPECIFIC THE MERCY AND GRACE.

FROM MY POINT OF VIEW, MULTIPLICITY IS A WORK OF MERCY TO THOSE GOD GIVES GRACE...EVEN WHEN UNACKNOWLEDGED
4. BY DIRECT INVOLVEMENT, GOD AND HIS GLORIOUS ANGELS...CARRY VICTIMS, RESURRECT VICTIMS, HEAL VICTIMS, RECEIVE VICTIMS, AND DISPERSE VICTIMS AND PERPETRATORS...

CAN YOU SEE THE LITTLE CHILDREN BEING CARRIED UP THE LONG STAIRS OF INCA/ AZTEC/ MAYAN RITUAL FIRES ACCOMPANIED BY GOD HIMSELF ONLY TO BE RECEIVED UNTO HIMSELF AT DEATH...I HEAR STORIES OF CHILDREN BEING BURIED, RESURRECTED, AND ACCOMPANIED BY ANGELS TO THE TOP OF THE GROUND, A GREAT BRIGHT LIGHT, AND THE RESULTING FLIGHT OF THE SATANISTS...I WONDER...

5. IS THIS ANY LESS CREDIBLE THAN THE STORIES WE HEAR FROM CLIENTS IN THIS WHOLE ARENA OF ABUSE? IS IT ANY MORE CONFIRMABLE? THE MORE EVIL THE LESS BELIEVABLE...

J. THE SECRETS, CODES OF SECRETS, CODES OF SILENCE, LUCIFER'S SILENCE, AND THE SECRET THINGS OF THE MOST HIGH GOD

HOW GREAT ARE THY WORKS, O LORD!
THY THOUGHTS ARE VERY DEEP.

PSALM 92:5

THE SECRET THINGS BELONG TO THE LORD OUR GOD,
BUT THE THINGS REVEALED BELONG TO US
AND TO OUR SONS FOREVER,
THAT WE MAY OBSERVE ALL THE WORDS OF THIS LAW.

DEUTERONOMY 29:29
FOR MY THOUGHTS ARE NOT YOUR THOUGHTS,
NEITHER ARE YOUR WAYS MY WAYS, DECLARES THE LORD.
FOR AS THE HEAVENS ARE HIGHER THAN THE EARTH,
SO ARE MY WAYS HIGHER THAN YOUR WAYS,
AND MY THOUGHTS THAN YOUR THOUGHTS.
FOR AS THE RAIN AND THE SNOW COME DOWN FROM HEAVEN,
AND DO NOT RETURN THERE WITHOUT WATERING THE EARTH,
AND MAKING IT BEAR AND SPROUT,
AND FURNISHING SEED TO THE SOWER AND BREAD TO THE EATER;
SO SHALL MY WORD BE WHICH GOES FORTH FROM MY MOUTH;
IT SHALL NOT RETURN TO ME EMPTY,
WITHOUT ACCOMPLISHING WHAT I DESIRE,
AND WITHOUT SUCCEEDING IN THE MATTER FOR WHICH I SENT IT.

ISAIAH 55:8-11

1. TO HIS OWN GLORY GOD HAS ALLOWED THE PRESENCE OF LUCIFERIAN RITUALISM TO EXIST IN THE MIDST OF HUMANITY FOR WHATEVER REASONS HE DEEMED GLORIOUS TO HIS NATURE.

2. LUCIFER HAS BEEN ALLOWED TO CREATE AND KEEP HIDDEN THE DARKEST ASPECTS OF HIS CHARACTER AND PRACTICES AGAINST CREATION TO THE GLORY OF HIS OWN CREATOR.

3. HUMANITY, THE ULTIMATE OF VICTIMS IN LUCIFERIAN RITUALISM, HAS BEEN ABLE TO CO-EXIST WITH LUCIFER AND HIS ANGELS FOR CENTURIES WITHIN HIS REALM OF AUTHORITY, TO THE GLORY OF HIS CREATOR.
4. GOD, IN HIS INFINITE WISDOM AND GOODNESS, AND AGAINST THE OUTFIT OF LUCIFER, PROVIDED HUMAN VICTIMS THE GRACE AND MERCY OF LIVING LIFE WITH REPRESSED AND DISSOCIATED SECRETS, SOMETIMES TO THEIR DEATH, SOMETIMES TO THE STATE HOSPITALS, SOMETIMES TO SUICIDE, SOMETIMES TO OVERWHELMING HURTS AND OVERT REJECTION, SOMETIMES TO INSANITY, AND SOMETIMES TO MULTIPLICITY...ALWAYS TO HIS GLORY...ALWAYS...ALWAYS...ALWAYS...NO EXCEPTIONS.

5. GOD KEEPS SECRETS BECAUSE HE IS GOD; OUR GREATEST WORSHIP IS WALKING BY FAITH AND SEEKING HIS FACE SOMETIMES IN THE MOST HORRENDOUS CIRCUMSTANCES OF WHAT APPEARS AS HIS COMPLETE ABSENCE OF INVOLVEMENT AND CONCERN...CERTAINLY IN THE PERCEIVED ABSENCE OF JUSTICE.

K. A RESPONSE OF A CLIENT GOD CHOSE TO HEAL, DEMONSTRATING TO HER AND TO ME HIS UNFATHOMABLE GLORY

REALCO, OF ALL THE THINGS SATANISM DID TO ME, THE ULTIMATE VIOLATION WAS THAT IT TOOK ME AWAY FROM MYSELF. THE VERY CORE OF MY PAIN IS THE LOSS OF MYSELF.

WHEN I FLOATED DOWN THE DRAIN WITH THE SHOWER WATER, WHERE YOU FOUND ME, THE SHOWER BECAME WHERE NOBODY WAS ANY MORE. THE INSANE PART OF THIS FOR ME WAS THAT THE TILES, THE FAUCETS, WERE MORE REAL THAN ME; I BECAME THE FAUCET, I BECAME THE TILES; HE DID NOT EXIST ANY LONGER...I BECAME A MIRROR...

TO BE A PERSON MEANT MIRRORING OTHERS. NO OBJECT CONSTANCY EXISTED FOR ME...EVER...OTHERS BECAME ME...ALWAYS...I BECAME THEM...I EVEN BECAME YOU FOR AWHILE...

A CLIENT 1300 PERSONALITIES LATER
L. SOME BIBLICAL REFERENCES PERTAINING POSSIBLY TO RITUAL ABUSE

PSALM 7:2 LEST HE TEAR MY SOUL LIKE A LION, DRAGGING ME AWAY, WHILE THERE IS NONE TO DELIVER.

PSALM 8:5 YET THOU HAST MADE HIM A LITTLE LOWER THAN GOD, AND DOST CROWN HIM WITH GLORY AND MAJESTY.

PSALM 9:9 THE LORD ALSO WILL BE A STRONGHOLD FOR THE OPPRESSED, A STRONGHOLD IN TIMES OF TROUBLE

PSALM 10:8-9,14 HE SITS IN THE LURKING PLACES OF THE VILLAGES; IN THE HIDING PLACES HE KILLS THE INNOCENT; HIS EYES STEALTHILY WATCH FOR THE UNFORTUNATE. HE LURKS IN A HIDING PLACE AS A LION IN HIS LAIR; HE LURKS TO CATCH THE AFFLIC TED; HE CATCHES THE AFFLICTED WHEN HE DRAWS HIM INTO HIS NET...THOU HAST SEEN THE HELPER OF THE ORPHAN

PSALM 14:4 DO ALL THE WORKERS OF WICKEDNESS NOT KNOW, WHO EAT UP MY PEOPLE AS THEY EAT BREAD...

PSALM 22:12-13 MANY BULLS HAVE SURROUNDED ME; STRONG BULLS OF BASHAN HAVE ENCIRCLED ME. THEY OPEN WIDE THEIR MOUTH AT ME, AS A RAVENING AND A ROARING LION.

PSALM 49:7 NO MAN CAN BY ANY MEANS REDEEM HIS BROTHER, OR GIVE TO GOD A RANSOM FOR HIM--

PSALM 66:3 ...BECAUSE OF THE GREATNESS OF THEY POWER THINE ENEMIES WILL GIVE FEIGNED OBEIDENCE TO THEE...

PSALM 68:5-6 A FATHER OF THE FATHERLESS AND A JUDGE FOR THE WIDOWS, IS GOD IN HIS HOLY HABITATION. GOD MAKES A HOME FOR THE LONELY; HE LEADS OUT THE PRISONERS INTO PROSPERITY, ONLY THE REBELLIOUS DWELL IN A PARCHED LAND.

PSALM 69:33 FOR THE LORD HEARS THE NEEDY, AND DOES NOT DESPISE HIS WHO ARE PRISONERS...

PSALM 72:12-14 FOR HE WILL DELIVER THE NEEDY WHEN HE CRIES FOR HELP, THE AFFLICTED ALSO, AND HIM WHO HAS NO HELPER. HE WILL HAVE COMPASSION ON THE POOR AND NEEDY, AND THE LIVES OF THE NEEDY HE WILL SAVE. HE WILL RESCUE THEIR LIFE FROM OPPRESSION AND VIOLENCE; AND THEIR BLOOD WILL BE PRECIOUS IN HIS SIGHT...
PSALM 88:11 WILL THY LOVINGKINDNESS BE DECLARED IN THE GRAVE, 
THY FAITHFULNESS IN THE PLACE OF DESTRUCTION?

PSALM 102:19-21 FOR HE LOOKED DOWN FROM HIS HOLY HEIGHT; FROM 
HEAVEN THE LORD GAZED UPON THE EARTH, TO HEAR THE 
GROANING OF THE PRISONER; TO SET FREE THOSE WHO WERE 
DOOMED TO DEATH; THAT MEN MAY TELL OF THE NAME OF THE 
LORD IN ZION, AND HIS PRAISE IN JERUSALEM...

PSALM 106:28, 34-39 THEY JOINED THEMSELVES ALSO TO BAAL-PEOR, 
AND ATE SACRIFICES OFFERED TO THE DEAD...THEY DID NOT 
DESTROY THE PEOPLES, AS THE LORD COMMANDED THEM, BUT THEY 
MINGLED WITH THE NATIONS, AND LEARNED THEIR PRACTICES, 
AND SERVED THEIR IDOLS, WHICH BECAME A SNARE TO THEM. 
THEY EVEN SACRIFICED THEIR SONS AND THEIR DAUGHTERS TO 
THE DEMONS, AND SHED INNOCENT BLOOD, WHOM THEY SACRIFICED 
TO THE IDOLS OF CANAAN; AND THE LAND WAS POLLUTED WITH 
THE BLOOD. THUS THEY BECAME UNCLEAN IN THEIR PRACTICES, 
AND PLAYED THE HARLOT IN THEIR DEEDS.

PSALM 116:15 PRECIOUS IN THE SIGHT OF THE LORD IS THE DEATH 
OF HIS GODLY ONES.

PSALM 142:6-7 GIVE HEED TO MY CRY, DELIVER ME FROM MY 
PERSECUTORS, FOR THEY ARE TOO STRONG FOR ME. BRING MY 
SOUL OUT OF PRISON, SO THAT I MAY GIVE THANKS TO THEY 
NAME...

NUMBERS 25:2-3 ...FOR THEY (MOABITES) INVITED THE PEOPLE TO 
THE SACRIFICES OF THEIR GODS, AND THE PEOPLE ATE AND 
BOWED DOWN TO THEIR GODS. SO ISRAEL JOINED THEMSELVES TO 
BAAL OF PEOR...